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Workshop #2

The first and most powerful step to a new 

life with your strong-willed child.

welcome to 
Confident & Connected 
Transformation Week

The first step

in changing the game

with your strong willed child
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CHANGING YOUR 

When it comes to how you show up in the 

world, it all starts with your thoughts. 

The first step in changing your relationship 

with your strong willed child is taking a 

serious look at the way you look at (or 

think about) your child's behaviors and 

your role as a parent.

mindset
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your brilliant subheader goes here
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Your subconscious loves to sneak these thoughts

into your psyche usually stemming from:

• The patterns of behavior we witnessed in

childhood

• Outdated cultural/societal norms

• You revert back to how you felt in childhood

• Thoughts and beliefs of those around us

Your  Sneaky 
Subconscious
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"A child should

do as adults say

and not as they 

do"

"A good parent

never backs down 

and lets their child 

'run the show' "

UNHELPFUL THOUGHTS ABOUT 

"A child's 

behaviors are a 

reflection of their 

parent"

"A good parent has

control over their 

child"

parenting

• "Modeling positive behaviors is always more effective then 

lecturing."

• "It's ok to be flexible in certain situations in order to meet my 

individual child's needs"

• "Being controlled raises kids who need to dominate or be 

dominated"

• A sign of great parenting is not the child's behaviors, but the 

parent's behaviors.  

THOUGHTS ABOUT PARENTING  
BASED IN LOGIC+              science

"My child should 

be able to sit still 

through a simple 

meal."

"Good kids listen 

and obey their 

parents the first 

time asked"

UNHELPFUL THOUGHTS ABOUT your child

"My child is giving 

me a hard time"

"My child should 

observe blind

respect and 

obedience with 

adults"
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• My child seems unable to sit for meals many days, I wonder what 

skill he is struggling with/still developing/needs support with?

• Power and control are healthy and universal human needs and my 

child is human

• My child is having a hard time

• Not allowing my child to have opinions in childhood leads to adults 

that don't have a strong inner or outer voice.  

science
THOUGHTS ABOUT 

A CHILD'S BEHAVIORS  
BASED IN LOGIC+              
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#1 Reflecting on your emotions, thoughts 

and viewpoints and where they came from

#2 Explore and learn child development and 

familiarize with strong willed child 

characteristics 

HOW DO WE 
CHANGE OUR 

Mindset?

You start

by changing

your thoughts

#getyourneuronsflowing
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Which unhelpful thoughts about parenting 

+ kids show up commonly in your day to 
day life?

1.Reflect and share. Share 1 thought 
you're confident of, and one that 

sneaks up on you, in
tomorrows Q + A call chat

2.Talk it out. Share your
observations with a friend

or partner and discuss.

3. Turn your unhelpful thought
into a helpful thought. 

Repeat as a mantra the rest
of the week.


